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“A language is a dialect with an army and a
navy” – Max Weinreich
• Ex: Mutually intelligible Scandinavian “languages” vs. mutually unintelligible Chinese
“dialects” (ex: Mandarin vs. Cantonese)

• BUT Mandarin (Standard Chinese) and Cantonese are still genetically related (Sino-Tibetan Family)
and share cognate vocabulary with systematic sound correspondences
• Literate Cantonese speakers universally know written Mandarin because of the writing system

• With the growing global importance of Mandarin (both spoken and written), could there
be apparent time influence of Mandarin vowels on Cantonese vowels in cognate
vocabulary?
• Hypotheses to be tested:
1.
2.

Does Cantonese /y/ converge with Mandarin /u/ in cognate vocabulary?
Does Cantonese /i/ converge with Mandarin /ɨ/ in cognate vocabulary?
• (ERROR: /ə/ instead of /ɨ/ indicated in abstract)

• RESULTS: No and no
• In order to understand why not, we need to understand the mechanics of the Chinese
writing system and how the relationship between written and spoken language has
changed in the Chinese speaking world
• This presentation illustrates an example of a non-Western SLI

Language Standardization in pre-Modern
China (following Snow 2004)
• Diglossic situation with Classical (written) Chinese being a common H language
for all elites and a variety of L’s spoken by the masses (following Ferguson’s 1959
terminology)
• Similar to pre-modern European relationship between Latin (H) and vernacular languages (L)

• Historic situation sets several norms of usage
1.
2.
3.

“A tendency to accept the idea that written and spoken language can and even should be
quite different from each other” (Snow 2004: 30)
“A tendency to believe that while it is appropriate for people within the Chinese civilization
to speak different varieties of Chinese, they should all use the same written variety” (Ibid).
“A tendency to view this distinctive (and unified) written language as a symbol of Chinese
civilization” (Ibid).

• Snow (2004) argues that these norms persist much longer for Cantonese speakers
than for Mandarin speakers

The Modern Era (Post-1912)
• Baihua Movement: new standard based on vernacular (Baihua)
Mandarin
• Associated with (Western-influenced) modernism and nationalism

• “This development, which represented increasing colloquialization of
written language in most of China, appeared merely to be the
substitution of one written language for another in southern China,
an area where the local dialects bore no more resemblance to Baihua
than they did to Classical Chinese.” (Snow 2004: 128)
• à Loss of distinction between written and spoken language for Mandarin
speakers, following a Western-influenced model of SLI
• à Status quo for Cantonese speakers because literate Cantonese speakers
still had to learn a new language (now Mandarin instead of Classical Chinese)

BUT one difference from pre-Modern Europe
• Alphabetic vs. Character-based writing system

• Instead of one letter representing one phoneme (generally), one character
representing one morpheme (generally) or “morphosyllable” (following Bauer
& Benedict 1997)
• Each character has dialect specific pronunciation
• Different pronunciations of the same character in different dialects typically correspond
to a cognate set in spoken speech

• Example: 謝 (‘thanks’, “Tse”)
Pronunciation
Standard Mandarin

ɕje

Shanghainese
Hong Kong Cantonese

ʑja
t͡sɛ

Toisanese

tɛ

Cantonese in Hong Kong
• British colony: 1843-1997

• ~90% (most of this time period) of population speaks Cantonese, even though never
explicitly an official language
• English recognized as official language

• Official Language Ordinance of 1974: “Chinese” (中文) declared official
language

• “Chinese” could refer to the written language (Standard Written Chinese, based on
Mandarin speech) or to any spoken variety including Cantonese
• “Chinese” may have been intentionally ambiguous for political reasons (Pierson 1998)

• An increase in the percentage of Hong Kong speakers who speak and
understand spoken Mandarin (cf. Hong Kong Thematic Household Survey:
http://www.statistics.gov.hk/pub/B11302592016XXXXB0100.pdf).
• 61.9% understands spoken Mandarin in 1993, (cf. Joseph 1997: 62)
• Goes up to 88% in 2015
• 97.1% of population understands Standard Written Chinese in 2015

Cantonese Diaspora

Toronto

Hong Kong

1960s - 1997

http://lmp.ucla.edu/profile.aspx?menu=004&langid=73

http://www.whereig.com/images/cities/toronto-location-map.jpg

• 1960s: First large wave of immigration from Hong Kong to Canada
• 1980s-1997: More immigration, motivated by fears of handover to China
• 2016 Census: Cantonese is the 2nd most reported mother tongue in the Toronto Census Metropolitan Area
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Mandarin speakers in the Toronto (CMA)
Census Metropolitan Area since 2006
Language Most Often Spoken at Home

Mother Tongue Reported
Cantonese

Mandarin

Chinese (n.o.s.)*

Cantonese

Mandarin

Chinese (n.o.s.)*

2006

170,490

63,820

175,900

2006

166,655

62,850

172,040

2011

177,735

102,425

162,890

2011

170,490

100,490

157,145

2016

260,355

233,880

11,800

2016

247,710

227,085

11,075

Knowledge of Language
2016 Census
Mandarin

313,605

Cantonese 306,700
* “Not otherwise specified”
Source: Census Canada, https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/index-eng.cfm

Questions
• With growing number of speakers of Mandarin in both Hong Kong
and Toronto, could Mandarin have influence on Cantonese vowel
variation?
• Specific hypotheses:
• Does Cantonese /y/ converge with Mandarin /u/ in cognate vocabulary?
• Does Cantonese /i/ converge with Mandarin /ɨ/ in cognate vocabulary?

From Tse (2019b): Vowel Shifts
• Included all Cantonese
vocabulary including words
without corresponding
Mandarin forms
• BUT, If we include only
cognates, would we find
evidence of convergence
with Mandarin?

The Data
• HLVC (Heritage Language Variation and Change) Project
Corpus (Nagy et al 2009, Nagy 2011)
• Digital recordings (.wav) of:
• hour-long sociolinguistic interviews (spontaneous speech sample)
• Ethnic Orientation Questionnaire responses
• picture naming task responses

• Recordings transcribed by native (including heritage) Cantonese
speakers using the Jyutping Romanization system

• 32 speakers selected for current analysis
• 8 speakers from Hong Kong, 24 speakers from Toronto
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Data Processing
• Prosodylab aligner (Gorman et al 2011) and Praat script used to
obtain midpoint F1 and F2 of all usable tokens of the 11
monophthongs recorded
• Words with onset glides /j, w/ excluded
• Manual review of output to ensure accurate formant measurements

• Lobanov Normalization method (Thomas & Kendall 2007)
• Total Tokens
Tse (2019a,b)

NWAV 48 (cognates only)

Tokens of /i/

4289

1805

Tokens of /y/

1250

668
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Cantonese-Mandarin /i/ ~ /ɨ/*
Sound Correspondences
Cantonese

Mandarin

‘Gloss’

Jyutping
Romanization

IPA

Pinyin
Romanization

IPA

Character

<zi1>

<zhī>

[ʐɨ˦]

知

‘to know’

<zi2>

[t͡si˦]
[t͡si|]

<zhǐ>

[ʐɨ}˥]

紙

‘paper’

<lou5 si1>

[low si˦]

<lǎo shī>

[law}˥ ʂɨ˦]

⽼師

‘teacher’

<si4>

<shí>

[ʂɨ|]

時

‘time’

<ci2>

[si•]
[t͡si‚]

<kāi shǐ>

[kai˦ ʂɨ}˥]

開始

‘to start’

<ci4>

[t͡si•]

<cí>

[tʂɨ|]

遲

‘late’

* /ɨ/ also described as an apical vowel (high non-front): [ɿ], a syllabic fricative (Duanmu 2007), and a syllabic
approximant (Lin 2007)
Taiwanese Mandarin pronunciation (Lin 2007): [ɯ] or [u]
ALL suggest more retracted than [i], thus hypothesis predicts [i] retraction

Results: /i/ > /ɨ/ ?
Hong Kong Group

Toronto Group

HK Best Step-down Model for F2 of /i/
Random: Speaker and Word
Fixed: Age (p < 0.05)*

continuous

+1

Coefficient

Tokens

-0.964

285

r2 [total] = 0.204, r2 [random] = 0.157, r2 [fixed] = 0.047

TO Best Step-down Model for F2 of /i/
Random: Speaker and Word
Fixed: Age (p < 0.05)*

continuous

Coefficient

Tokens

-0.862

1520

+1

r2 [total] = 0.358, r2 [random] = 0.324, r2 [fixed] = 0.034

Both Groups
• Older speakers have lower F2
• Change towards higher F2 (more fronted variants of /i/)
• Opposite direction of Mandarin /ɨ/, THUS, no convergence
Same with larger study including non-cognates (Tse 2019a,b)

Cantonese-Mandarin /y/ ~ /u/
Sound Correspondences
Cantonese

Mandarin

Characters

‘Gloss’

Jyutping
Romanization

IPA

Pinyin
Romanization

IPA

<zyu1>

[zy˦]

<zhū>

豬

‘pig’

<zyu6>

[zy˨]

<zhù>

[t͡ʂu˦]
[t͡ʂu‡]

住

‘to live’

<syu1>

[sy˦]

<shū>

[ʂu˦]

書

‘book’

<syu6>

[sy˨]

<shù>

[ʂu‡]

樹

‘tree’

<hou2 cyu3>

[how| t͡sy˧]

<hǎo chu>

[haw}˥ t͡su]

好處

‘advantage’

• Mixed effects models with “speaker” and “word” as random effects:
• Age n.s. predictor of F2 for either group

Lack of Mandarin phonetic influence from,
BUT … excerpt from Picture Naming Task
Original (Cantonese and English)

English Translation

C1F83A

Uh, ni1 go3, cau1 cin1,
swings
Cin1 cau1, ngo5 dei6 gong2 cin1 cau1,

Uh, this one, it’s a “swing” (standard form),
swings
“Swing” (Cantonese form), we say “swing” (Cantonese
form)

Interviewer

Cin1 cau1

“Swing” (Cantonese form)

C1F83A

Haa2, cau1 cin1 aa3, jing1 goi1. haa2
cau1 cin1

Yeah, “swing” (Standard Form), it should be. Yeah,
“swing” (Standard Form)

Example from “swing”
Characters
Mandarin Pronunciation
Cantonese Pronunciation

Standard Form

Cantonese Form

鞦韆
[t͡siu t͡sian]

韆鞦
[t͡sian t͡siu]

[t͡sʰɐw t͡sʰin]
<cau1 cin1>

[t͡sʰin t͡sʰɐw]
<cin1 cau1>

• Shows continued influence of writing system (now based on
Mandarin) in influencing what speakers think of as correct forms
• Just as it was in pre-modern times, standardization based on Chinese
writing does not mean conforming to standard pronunciation
• It means having Cantonese-specific pronunciations even when morpheme
order is different

C2F22A (Excerpt from First Words Task)
Original (Cantonese and English)

English Guide

C2F22A

Bi4 bi1, which is not a Chinese word

“baby”

Interviewer

Yeah

C2F22A

Right? It’s ... siu2 haai4 zi2

“baby/children”

Interviewer

[laughter] cyun4 bou6 dou1 hai6 siu2 haai4 zi2

“They’re all babies/children”

C2F22A

siu2 haai4 zi2, [laughter] Gau2, maau1, which, I don’t know maau1 is

“babies/children”, “dog”, “cat”

Interviewer

It is.

C2F22A

It is? OK, it sounds kinda more like an alliteration of it like, like some
people might call this like, Wou1 wou1

Cantonese baby talk for “dog”

Cantonese

Mandarin

Bi4 bi1

NO COGNATE

Siu2 haai4 zi2, 小孩子

Xiǎoháizi (‘baby/children’)

Maau1, 貓

māo

Wou1 wou1 (Cantonese baby talk for ‘dog’)

NO COGNATE

C2F22A (Excerpt from First Words Task)
Original (Cantonese and English)

English Guide

C2F22A

Bi4 bi1, which is not a Chinese word

“baby”

Interviewer

Yeah

C2F22A

Right? It’s ... siu2 haai4 zi2

“baby/children”

Interviewer

[laughter] cyun4 bou6 dou1 hai6 siu2 haai4 zi2

“They’re all babies/children”

C2F22A

siu2 haai4 zi2, [laughter] Gau2, maau1, which, I don’t know maau1 is

“babies/children”, “dog”, “cat”

Interviewer

It is.

C2F22A

It is? OK, it sounds kinda more like an alliteration of it like, like some
people might call this like, Wou1 wou1

Cantonese baby talk for “dog”

• Illustration of language ideology in metalinguistic discussion from a younger Toronto speaker
• Recognizes colloquial Cantonese forms as colloquial forms
• “Correctly” recognizes siu2 haai4 zi2 as more standard sounding and in fact, it is

Summary
• No evidence of Mandarin sociophonetic influence (at least for /i/ and
/y/)
• Some metalinguistic discussion of lexical influence from Standard
Chinese
• But standard influence is mediated by the way the traditional writing
system works, Cantonese-specific pronunciations are used
• For younger Toronto speakers, we see the idea that Cantonese should
be maximally distinct from English and have its own distinct set of
non-iconic words

Conclusion
• I’ve presented an example of SLI in a non-Western context involving a character-based
writing system
• I’ve discussed mechanics of Chinese writing system
• SLI influence observed in terms of what speakers think should be the correct lexical form,
but this is mediated by the writing system
• For younger Toronto speakers, it’s mediated by an ideology of maximizing cross-linguistic
distinctions, which might not actually be so different from earlier belief that different spoken
varieties should be different from each other (cf. Snow 2004).

• Is standard influence on pronunciation an outcome of standardization based on phonetic
writing system?
• Thus, if standardization is not based on a phonetic writing system, it should not be
surprising to find lack of standard language influence on spoken language
• Finally, I’ve only scratched the surface in terms of discussing metalinguistic awareness
and Cantonese speaker beliefs about language variation, (see Ch. 7 of Tse 2019a for more
examples and discussion)
• Important for developing a better understanding of cross-cultural variability in how speakers view
linguistic variation and how this ultimate impacts language change (or in some cases lack of
change)

Thank you!

多謝

謝謝

Cantonese

do1 ze6 (‘thanks’)

Mandarin

duōxiè (‘many thanks’)

ze6 ze6
(a literary way of saying ‘thanks’,
but hardly ever uttered in spoken
speech)
xiè xiè (‘thanks’)
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